INEOS Köln achieves over 90% Plant Utilization with AIMMS-based Application

About INEOS Köln
INEOS Köln is one of the largest petrochemical sites worldwide. Established as a joint venture in 1957 (as “EC Erdölchemie GmbH“), the company was acquired by BP in 2001. Today, it is part of the INEOS group. It employs 1,900 people and is a key raw materials supplier to the chemical industry.
Problem
INEOS was using a production simulation tool called DISPO to inform production planners of possible constraint violations such as tank overflows, feedstock or product shortages, and the necessary turnarounds of production units. Driven by technology changes and changing business requirements, INEOS Köln started looking for a new toolset to meet their needs and support future developments. Their challenge was two-fold. First, they had to capture a highly complex integrated production process, involving 160 raw materials and end products and over 25 production units. Second, they had to compute day-to-day production and stock levels and transport needs, for the coming years, in a reasonable amount of time.

Solution
A pilot study was conducted in AIMMS to model INEOS’ production process. The study resulted in a new DISPO App that was ready to use within a few months. The App was enhanced to allow for repetitive time-based modeling. It retrieves the latest inputs from a central database and forwards model results to users for immediate action. This capability is enhanced with Insight (an Intranet Reporting tool), and several SAP connections. The combined toolset allows for a complete and transparent overview of past, actual, and future production rates and stock. As a result, anyone in the company can access all the information related to production at INEOS Köln.

An additional App for steam cracking optimization was developed in AIMMS. The application allows INEOS to maximize material flow through steam cracking furnaces and make optimal decisions while considering several input factors.

Results
After implementing the AIMMS-based DISPO system, INEOS Köln has become one of the most effective petrochemical sites on the planet. Bottlenecks are foreseen at an early stage, allowing INEOS to take appropriate preventive actions and avoid or minimize losses in utilization.
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Benefits include:
- Over 90% plant utilization
- More transparency and speed in the planning process
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About AIMMS

The AIMMS Prescriptive Analytics Platform helps you evaluate and identify the best options to tackle your most pressing challenges with sophisticated analytics that leverage mathematical modeling and scenarios while pulling from multiple data sources. You can immediately gauge, not just what is likely to happen, but what you should do about it for the best possible outcome. Whether you seek to improve your strategy, planning, operations or transform your entire supply chain, AIMMS software is the ideal combination of being tailored to your unique situation paired with speed to value (ROI). That’s why teams at Shell, Johnson & Johnson, GE and Heineken and many more fire up AIMMS every day.
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